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ABSTRACT 

Soft set theory, proposed by Molodsov has been regarded as an effective mathematical tool to 

deal with uncertainties. Mohammed Shabir and Munazza Naz introduced soft topological spaces which 

are defined over an initial universe with the fixed set of parameters. Quite recently, the authors defined 

a new version of soft sets that using soft pre*-open sets and investigated some of their properties. In the 

present work, we introduce the concept of soft semi*- separation axioms for soft topological spaces using 

semi*-open and semi*-closed soft sets. We further investigate the relationship among them. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Soft set theory was first introduced by Molodtsov (1999). A soft set is a collection of 

approximate descriptions of an object. Soft sets have many applications in various fields like 

Engineering, Social science, Medical science, etc. The notion of soft topological spaces was 

formulated by Shabir et.al. and Cagman et.al. (2011). Robert and Pious Missier (2012) defined 
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semi*-open and semi*-closed sets using generalized closure operator. Soft separation axioms 

for soft topological spaces were studied by Shabir et. al. (2011). The notions of soft open sets 

soft closed sets, soft closure, soft interior and soft neighborhood of a point are also introduced 

and their basic properties are investigated by them. Generalized closed sets in topological 

spaces were introduced by Levine in 1970.  

However it is extended to soft topological spaces by Kannan in the year 2012. Juthika 

Mahanta and P.K. Das (2014) studied soft semi-open sets and soft semi-closed sets and 

investigate their properties. Quite recently the authors introduced and studied semi*-open and 

semi*-closed soft sets. In the present paper we initiate the concept of separation axioms for soft 

topological spaces using semi*-open and semi*-closed soft sets. We further investigate the 

relationship among them. 

 

 

2.  PRELIMINARIES 

 

Let U be an initial universe set and E be a collection of all possible parameters with 

respect to U, where parameters are the characteristics or properties of objects in U. Let )(UP  

denote the power set of U, and let EA . Here are some definitions required in the sequel. A 

subset A of a space ),( X  is said to be generalized closed (briefly g-closed), if UAcl )(

whenever UA and U is open. The intersection of all g-closed sets containing A is called the 

g-closure of A and denoted by )(* Acl  and union of all g-open sets contained in A is called the 

g-interior of A and is denoted by )(int * A . A subset S of a topological space ),( X  is said to 

semi*-open if ))(int(* SclS  . The complement of a semi*-open set is semi*-closed. It is well 

known that a subset S is semi*-closed if and only if .))((int * SScl   

 

Definition 2.1. A soft set AF  on the universe U is defined by the set of ordered pairs 

)}()(,:))(,{( UPxfExxfxF AAA   where E is a set of parameters, EA , )(UP is the 

power set of U and )(: UPAf A   such that )(xf A  if Ax . Here Af  is called an 

approximate function of the soft set AF . The value of )(xf A  may be arbitrary, some of them 

may be empty and some may have non-empty intersection.  

Note that the set of all soft sets over U is denoted by EUSS )( . 

 

Example 2.2. Suppose U = set of real numbers on the ],[ ba . 

E = set of parameters. Each parameter is a word or a sentence.  

E = {Compact, Closed, Connected, Open}.  

In this case, to define a soft set means to point out closed set connected set and so on. 

Let we consider below the same example in more detail. 

}:{ bxaxU  and },,,{ 4321 eeeeE 
 
Where, 

1e  denotes parameter ’compact’, 2e - ’closed’, 3e  - ’connected’, 4e - ’open’. Now  

:],[{)( 1 baAef  Every open cover for A in ],[ ba  has finite subcover}, 

},:],[],{[)( 2 Rbaef   , :],[{)( 3 baAef  Separation does not exists for A in 
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]},[ ba , },:],[),{()( 4 Rbaef   . 

The soft set AF  is a parameterized family of subsets of the set U. Consider the mapping f in 

which )( 1ef  means set of all subsets of U which are compact whose functional value is the set 

:],[{ baA Every open cover for A in ],[ ba  has finite sub cover}. 

Here the soft set AF  is the collection of approximations given below: 

{(compact, :],[{ baA Every open cover for A in ],[ ba  has finite sub cover}), (closed, 

},:],[],{[ Rba   ), (connected, :],[{ baA Separation does not exists for A in ]},[ ba

) , (open, },:],[),{( Rba   )}= AF . 

 

Definition 2.3. Let FA and FB  SS(U)E. Then  

(i)  AF  is a soft subset of BF  denoted by AF ~ BF  if  BA  and Af (x)  Bf (x) for all 

Ex . 

(ii)  AF  and BF  are soft equal, denoted by AF  = BF  if and only if BA FF ~  and AB FF ~ . 

(iii)  Let AF  EUSS )( . Power set of AF  is defined by P
~

( AF )= }/~{ IiFF AAi
 . Its 

cardinality is defined by | P
~

(FA)|=

Ex

A xf )(

2 where | Af (x)| is cardinality of Af (x). 

(iv) The soft union of soft sets AF and BG  over a common universe U, denoted by 
BA GF 

~

is defined as the soft set CH where BAC  and for all Cc , 

)(ch














BAcifcgcf

ABcifcg

BAcifcf

 ),()(

\),(

\),(

 

(v)  The soft intersection of two soft sets AF  and BG  over a common universe U, denoted 

by BA GF 
~

is defined as the soft set CH , where BAC  and for all Ce ,

)()( efeh   or )(eg . 

(vi) The soft complement 
C

AF
~

 of FA is defined by the approximate function 

)()(~ xfxf c

AAc   where )(\)( xfUxf A

c

A   for all Ex . 

(vii)  If )(xf A  for all Ex  , then AF  is called an empty set denoted by E   

(viii)  If Uxf A )( for all Ex , then AF  is called a universal set (soft absolute set) denoted   

by EU . 

 

Definition 2.4. Let ~ be a collection of soft sets over a universe U with a fixed set E of 

parameters, then EUSS )(~   is called a soft topology on U with a fixed set E if  

(i) E , EU  belong to~ . 
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(ii) The union of any number of soft sets in ~ belongs to~ . 

(iii) The intersection of any finite number of soft sets in ~  belongs to ~ .  

             
The pair )~,( EU  is called a soft topological space. 

 

Definition 2.5. Let )~,( EU be a soft topological space over U.  

(i) A soft set FB is called a soft generalized closed in U if oB FFcl ~)(  whenever
0

~ FFB 

and 0F is soft open in U. 

(ii) A soft set FB is called a soft generalized open in U if its soft complement 
C

BF
~

 is soft 

generalized closed in U. Equivalently )int(~
Bc FG   whenever Bc FG ~  and CG is soft 

closed in U. 

 

Definition 2.6. Let )~,( EU  be a soft topological space over U. 

(i) The soft generalized closure of a soft set FB is denoted by )(*

BFcl  and it is defined as 

the soft intersection of all soft generalized closed sets contains FB. 

(ii) The soft generalized interior of a soft set FB is denoted by )(int *

BF and it is defined as 

the soft union of all soft generalized open sets contained in FB. 

 

Definition 2.7. In a soft topological space, a soft set 

(i)  GC is said to be semi*-open soft set if there exists an open soft set HB such that  

)(~~ *

BcB HclGH   

(ii)  LA is said to be semi*-closed soft set if there exists a closed soft set KD such that

DAD KLK  ~~)(int *
. 

 

Definition 2.8. Let CG be a soft set in a soft topological space )~,( EU .  

(i) Then the soft semi*-closure of the soft set CG , is denoted by )(*

CGclss and is defined  

             as })(~/{
~

)( **

EFFcFC UCSSSSandSGSGclss   is a soft set. 

(ii) Then soft semi*-interior of a soft set CG , is denoted by ),int(*

CGss  and is defined as

})(~/{
~

)int( **

EFcFFC UOSSSSandGSSGss    is a soft set. 

 

Definition 2.9. Two soft sets CG and BH  are said to be distinct if )()( eHeG   for all 

.CBe   
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3.  SOFT SEMI*T0-SPACE 

 

Definition 3.1. A soft topological space )~,( EU  is said to be a soft semi*T0-space if for two 

disjoint soft points G  and F , there exists a semi*-open set containing one but not the other. 

 

Example 3.2. Consider the soft topological space )~,( EU  where },{ 21 hhU  , },{ 21 eeE  and

}}),,{,(}),,{,(,{~
212211 EE Uhhehhe  .In this soft topology the only semi*-open soft sets are

EE Uhhehhe }),,{,(}),,{,(, 212211 . Clearly for all disjoint pairs of soft points in )~,( EU , we find 

a semi*-open soft set containing one but not the other. 

 

Theorem 3.3. A soft subspace of a soft semi*T0-space is soft semi*T0.  

 

Proof: Let AF  be a soft subspace of a soft semi*T0 space EU . Let G  and F  be two distinct 

soft points of AF . Then G  and F  are also soft points of EU . As EU  is a soft semi*T0-space, 

there exists a semi*-open soft set CH  containing one of these soft points say G , but not the 

other. This implies BC VH 
~

 is a semi*-open soft set containing G  but not the other. 

 

 

4.  SOFT SEMI*T1-SPACE 

 

Definition 4.1. A soft topological space )~,( EU  is said to be a soft semi*T1-space if for two 

distinct soft points G  and F  of EU  there exist soft semi*-open sets BH  and CG  such that 

BG H~  and BF H
~  ; CF G~  and CG G

~ . 

 

Example 4.2. In the example 3.2, }),{,( 211 hhe  is the semi*-open soft set that contains all the 

soft points with respect to the parameter 1e  and }),{,( 212 hhe contains all the soft points with 

respect to the parameter 2e . Hence )~,( EU is a soft semi*T1-space. 

 

Theorem 4.3. Every soft point of a soft topological space )~,( EU  is a semi*-closed soft set if 

and only if )~,( EU  is a soft semi*T1-space. 

 

Proof: Let F  and G  be two distinct soft points in EU . Since F  and G  are semi*-closed soft 

sets their complements are semi*-open soft sets. Also ~F
c

G )( , ~G
c

F )(  and GF  
~

, 

FG  
~

. Hence )~,( EU  is a soft semi*T1-space. 

Conversely let )~,( EU  be a soft semi*T1-space. Let F  be a soft point of EU . Since )~,( EU  is 

a soft semi*T1-space, for each soft point FG    we can find a soft semi*-open set DK of G  

such that .
~

DF K  The union of all these soft semi*-open sets is a soft semi*-open set and it is 

the complement of F  in EU . Hence F  is a soft semi*-closed. 
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Theorem 4.4. A soft subspace of a soft semi*T1-space is soft semi*T1. 

 

Proof: Let DK  be a soft subspace of a soft semi*T1-space EU . Let F  and G  be two distinct 

soft points of DK . Also they are distinct soft points of EU . As EU  is a soft semi*T1-space, there 

exist semi*-open soft sets BV  and CH  such that BF V~  and BG V
~ , CG H~  and .

~
CF H  

This implies 
DB KV 

~
 and DC KH 

~
 are semi*-open soft sets of DK  such that 

DBF KV 
~~  

and DBG KV 
~~

 , DCG KH 
~~  and .

~~
DCF KH     

 

 

5.  SOFT SEMI*T2-SPACE 

 

Definition 5.1. A soft topological space )~,( EU  is said to be a soft semi*T2-space if and only 

if for distinct soft points F  and G  of EU  there exist disjoint soft semi*-open soft sets BH  

and CG such that BF H~  and CG G~ . 

 

Example 5.2. In the example 3.2, }),{,( 211 hhe  is a semi*-open soft set contains all soft points 

with respect to the parameter 1e  and }),{,( 212 hhe  is a semi*-open soft set contains all soft 

points with respect to the parameter 2e  and also they are disjoint semi*-open soft set. Hence 

)~,( EU  is a soft semi*T2-space. 

 

Theorem 5.3. A soft subspace of a soft semi*T2-space is soft semi*-T2.  

 

Proof: Let )~,( EU  be a soft semi*T2-space and BV  be a soft subspace of EU . Let F  and G  

be two distinct soft points of BV . Then they are soft points of EU  also. As EU  is a soft semi*T2-

space, there exists two distinct soft semi*-open sets DK and CG such that DF K~  and CG G~

. Then BD VK 
~

 and BC VG 
~

 are disjoint semi*-open soft sets of BV  containing F  and G  

respectively. Hence BV  is a soft semi*T2-space. 

 

Theorem 5.4. A soft topological space )~,( EU  is soft semi*T2 if and only if for distinct soft 

points G  and K  of EU  there exists a semi*-open soft set DS containing G  but not K  such 

that )(
~ *

DK Sclss . 

 

Proof: Let G  and K  be distinct soft points in a soft semi*T2-space )~,( EU . Then there exist 

disjoint semi*-open soft sets AH  and DW  such that AG H~  and DK W~ . As AH  and DW  

are disjoint AH  containing G  but not K . We have to prove )(
~ *

AK Hclss . Suppose

)(~ *

AK Hclss . Then by theorem 4.9 every semi*-open soft set containing K  must intersect

AH . This is a contradiction. Hence )(
~ *

AK Hclss . Conversely let G  and K  be a pair of 

distinct soft points of EU . Then by our assumption there exists a semi*-open soft set DS
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containing G  but not K  such that )(
~ *

DK Sclss . This implies c

DK Sclss ))((~ * . As 

)(*

DSclss  is soft semi*-closed, c

DSclss ))(( *  is soft semi*-open. Hence DS  and c

DSclss ))(( *  

are disjoint semi*-open soft sets containing G  and K  respectively. Therefore ),( EU  is soft 

semi*T2-space. 

 

 

6.  SOFT SEMI*T3-SPACE 

 

Definition 6.1. A soft topological space )~,( EU  is said to be a soft semi*-regular space if for 

every soft point K  and semi*-closed soft set AL  not containing K  there exist disjoint semi*-

open soft sets 
1BH  and 

2BH such that 
1

~
BK H and 

2

~
BA HL  where ., 21 EBB    

A soft semi*-regular space together with soft semi*T1-space is called soft semi*T3-space  

 

Example 6.2. The soft topological space given in example 3.2 is a soft semi*-regular space and 

from the example 4.2 it is also semi*T1-space and hence is a soft semi*T3-space. 

 

Lemma 6.3. Every soft subspace of a soft semi*-regular space is semi*-regular. 

 

Proof: Let )~,( EU  be a soft topological space and BV  be a soft subspace of EU . Let F  be a 

soft point in BV  and DK  be soft semi*-closed set in BV  such that DF K
~ . As BV  is a subspace 

of EU  BCD VHK 
~

  where CH  is soft semi*-closed in EU . Since DF K
~  and BF V~ , 

CF H
~ . Then there exist soft semi*-open soft sets 

1AG  and 
2AG  of EU  such that 

1

~
AF G

and 
2

~
AC GH  .Then BAF VG 

~~
1

  where BA VG 
~

1
is a soft semi*-open set in BV . Also 

.
~~~

2 BABC VGVH    That is BAD VGK 
~~

1
  where BA VG 

~
1

 is a soft semi*-open set in BV . 

Hence soft subspace of a soft semi*-regular space is semi*-regular. 

 

Theorem 6.4. Soft subspace of a soft semi*T3-space is soft semi*T3. 

 

Proof: Let )~,( EU  be a soft topological space and BV  be a soft subspace of EU . We know that 

by theorem 8.9 soft subspace of a soft semi*T1-space is soft semi*T1 and by lemma 8.16 soft 

subspace of a soft semi*-regular space is semi*-regular. Hence BV  is a soft semi*T3-space. 

 

 

7.  SOFT SEMI*T4-SPACE 

 

Definition 7.1. A soft topological space )~,( EU  is said to be soft semi*-normal if for every pair 

of disjoint semi*-closed soft sets AL and DK  there exist two disjoint semi*-open soft sets 
1AH

and 
2AH  such that 

1

~
AA HL   and

2

~
AD HK  .

 
A soft semi*-normal T1-space is called soft semi*T4-space. 
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Example 7.2. The soft topological space )~,( EU  given in the example 3.2 is soft semi*-normal 

also by the example 4.2, )~,( EU  is soft semi*T1-space. Hence )~,( EU is a soft semi*T4-space. 

 

Theorem 7.3. A soft topological space )~,( EU  is soft semi*-normal if and only if for any semi*-

closed soft set AL  and semi*-open soft set CG containing AL there exists a semi*-open soft set 

BH  such that BA HL ~  and
CB GHclss ~)(* . 

 

Proof: Let )~,( EU  be a semi*-normal space and AL  be a semi*-closed soft set and CG be a 

semi*-open soft set containing AL . This implies AL  and c

CG )(  are disjoint semi*-closed soft 

sets. As )~,( EU  is semi*-normal, there exist disjoint      semi*-open soft sets 
1AH  and 

2AH  such 

that 
1

~
AA HL   and 

2

~)( A

c

C HG  .Now 
c

AA HH )(~
21

 . This implies

c

A

c

AA HHclssHclss )()(~)(
221

**  . Also C

c

A GH ~)(
2

. Therefore CA GHclss ~)(
1

*
. 

Conversely let AS  and DK  be a pair of disjoint semi*-closed soft sets. Then 
c

DA KS )(~ . Then 

by our hypothesis there exists an semi*-open soft set BH  such that BA HS ~  and 
c

DB KHclss )(~)(*  . This implies
c

BD HclssK ))((~)( * . Hence BH  and 
c

BHclss ))(( *
 are soft 

semi*-open sets containing AS  and DK  respectively. 

 

Theorem 7.4. Let ')()(: EE VSSUSSf   be a soft surjective function which is both soft semi*-

irresolute and soft semi*-open where )~,( EU  and ),( ' EV  are soft topological space. If EU  is 

soft semi*-normal then so is 'EV . 

 

Proof: Let AL  and DK  be a disjoint pair of semi*-closed soft sets of 'EV . As f  is soft semi*-

irresolute )(1

ALf 
 and )(1

DKf 
 are disjoint semi*-closed soft sets of EU . This implies there 

exist disjoint semi*-open soft sets 
1AH and 

2AH  such that 
1

~)(1

AA HLf 
 and 

2

~)(1

AD HKf 
 

since EU  is normal. Then )(~
1AA HfL   and )(~

2AD HfK  . This implies )(
1AHf  and 

)(
2AHf  are disjoint semi*-open soft sets of 'EV  containing AL  and DK  respectively. 

 

Theorem 7.5. A semi*-closed soft subspace of a soft semi*-normal space is semi*-normal. 

 

Proof: Let BV  be a soft semi*-closed subspace of a soft semi*-normal space EU . Let 
1AL  and 

2AL  be a disjoint pair of soft semi*-closed sets. Since BV  is a soft subspace of EU  there exist 

soft semi*-closed sets 
1DK  and 

2DK  of EU  such that BDA VKL 
~

11
  and BDA VKL 

~
22

 . As 

BV ,
1DK  and 

2DK are soft semi*-closed sets of EU , BD VK 
~

1
 and BD VK 

~
2

 are soft semi*-closed 

sets EU . As EU  is normal there exist disjoint semi*-open soft sets 
1CG and 

2CG  such that 

11

~~
CBD GVK   and 

22

~~
CBD GVK  . Then 

11

~
CA GL   and 

22

~
CA GL  . Hence BC VG 

~
1

and 
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BC VG 
~

2
 are disjoint pair of soft semi*-open sets of BV  containing 

1AL  and 
2AL respectively. 

Therefore BV  is soft semi*-normal. 

 

Theorem 7.6. Semi*-T4  Semi*-T3  Semi*-T2  Semi*-T1  Semi*-T0.  

 

Proof: Let )~,( EU  be a soft semi* T4-space. Let F  and BV  be a pair of soft point and soft 

semi*-closed set of EU  such that BF V
~ . Then )(*

Fclss   is the soft semi*-closed set 

containing F . As soft semi* T4-space is soft semi*T1-space by theorem 6.7 every soft point in 

EU  is soft semi*-closed. Hence )(*

Fclss   and BV  are disjoint soft semi*-closed sets of EU . 

Then by the definition of soft semi*-normal there exist two disjoint soft semi*-open sets 
1AG  

and 
2AG  such that 

1

~
AF G  and

2

~
AB GV  . Therefore )~,( EU  is a soft semi*T3-space. 

Now let us take )~,( EU  be a soft semi* T3-space. Let F  and G  be two distinct soft points of

EU . Then by the definition of soft semi* T1-space F  is a soft semi*-closed set. Hence we have 

a soft point and a soft semi*-closed set such that ).(
~ *

FG clss    Hence there exist disjoint soft 

semi*-open sets 
1AH  and 

2AH such that 
1

~
AF H  and 

2

~
AG H  and hence )~,( EU  is a soft 

semi*T2-space. 

Now let us take )~,( EU  be a soft semi* T2-space. Let F  and G  be two distinct soft points of

EU . Then by the definition of soft semi* T2-space there exist disjoint soft semi*-open sets 
1AH  

and 
2AH such that 

1

~
AF H  and

2

~
AG H . As 

1AH  and 
2AH are disjoint 

2

~
AF H and

1

~
AG H . Hence )~,( EU  is a soft semi*T1-space. 

Now let us take )~,( EU  be a soft semi* T1-space. Let F  and G  be two distinct soft points of

EU . Then by the definition of soft semi* T1-space there exist soft semi*-open sets 
1AH  and 

2AH

containing F  and G . That is 
2AH is a soft semi*-open set containing G  and

2

~
AF H . 

Therefore )~,( EU  is a soft semi*T0-space.    

 

 

8.  CONCLUSION 

 

In this article, we introduce four separation axioms and explore some of their fundamental 

properties. In general topology, NormalRegularHausdorff (T2) T1T1/2T0. We 

have established this relation in soft topology via semi-open sets. Further we planned to 

introduce semi*-T1/2 spaces and interrogate its properties. 
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